
Dynimax : a browser to stretch, to scrub and to 
visualize bioacoustical structures

 
Dynimax is an interface (Mercier 2018) for quick navigation, stretching, scrubbing and visualizing the structure of 
bioacoustical, e.g. the songs of humpback whale.

A first tool allows the user full control over the playback head of an 
audio player with various real-time audio playback techniques. It 
also allows a time stretching to play sound at a free speed without 
changing the pitch. A scrubbing function based on a vocoder 
(Roebel 2003) allows the user to freely control a read head at a free 
speed without changing the step, with real-time sonogram. This is a 
convenient way to quickly navigate through large data set and or, 
high speed audio recording. It is a valuable tool for extremely slow 
speed reading, particularly useful for micro-sound analysis. The 
user can then control the playback speed and freeze the sound. If 
these techniques are common in music software, they are here 
adapted for bioacoustic, with high quality resampling and 
resynthesis to allow extreme stretching over time with less artifact.

A second tool, called "Circular score", proposed in Mercier 2015, 
aims to highlight the temporal structure of a sequence, depicting the 
links between similar tuples (Ngrams). In this bioacoustical version, 
the circular score displays consecutive Ngrams in the form of a 
sequence of curves linking consecutive instances of a Ngram. The 
demonstration1 is given on humpback whale song, where the 
matrix contains the units learned from unsupervised IHMM 
decomposition (Bartcus 2015). This matrix could be alternatively 
issued from sparse coding (Razik 2015, 2016). We see that each 
curve connects two identical tuples of song units. The resulting 
circular score illustrates the structure of the main sequence at the 
chosen subsequence scale. It shows the connection between 
sections that are easier to organize visually compared to a linear 
layout, thus it is adapted to visualize long sequence. This 
representation is useful for quick multiscale inspection and 
comparison of songs. For this purpose a multistream version of 
Dynimax is being distributed.
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